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Sun God curtain 44”x88”
Om curtain pair 22”x72”
A stunning celestial display
Celebrate the universal
in a curtain that may be
divine with these gauzy
hung in any window or
blue-green curtains that
open wall space. Hand dyed
have been accented with
and 100% cotton. 44” x 88”
a pattern of intricate Om
symbols; the perfect way to
dress the windows in your

Curtains

$28.95

WC77SG

Sun & Moon curtain 22”x72”
Suns & Stars curtains 22”x72”
A hand dyed pair of curThese gauzy cotton curtains featuring a border
tains, comes as a pair with
and central display of Suns,
2 panels that allows light
Moons & Stars. Pairs well
to filter through. A colorful
with WTTD83. 2 curtains
array of purples turquoise,
per pack. 100% Hand Tieblue, yellow, orange and
dyed Cotton.
green color base, that run

$22.95

WC80SMB

Tree of Life curtain 44” x 88”
A powerful and dynamic
symbol of Celtic heritage
with a large central Tree
of Life in the center whose
roots and branches create
a complex Celtic knot. The
central design is repeated

$28.95

WSC77TL

Tapestries

$22.95

WC80SS

$23.95

WC80OM

Three Pentagrams Curtain pair 18”x72”
These gauzy cotton curtains hang are a beautiful
addition for your sacred
space, with a deep purple
coloring that allows light to
filter through the Pentagram patterns on its surface.

$22.95

WC80WP

Triple Moon curtain 44” x 88”
This large 44” by 88” curtain features a large triple
moon with a pentacle at it’s
center. The four corners are
decorated with smaller versions of the central symbol
and interlaced pentacles.

$28.95

WSC77TM

Sun God 72” x 108” tapestry
7 Chakra 72” x 108” tapestry
Sun God printed Tapestry,
Lotus and Om motif are
100% Hand-loomed Cotton
circled by the primary
72x108” can be used as wall
chakra symbols combined
hanging, Table Cloth, Bed- they are some of the most
spreads etc. Color: Golden/
famous symbols toward
black.
attaining the highest self.
7 Chakra tapestry is 72” x

$29.95

WT77SG

$29.95

WT7CH

58” x 82” Assorted Designs
81” x 90” Assorted Designs
Buddha 72” x 108” tapestry
Let us pick one of the many
This is an assortment of
Displaying Buddha within a
patterns and styles that
various tapestries that is
border of interwoven Celtic
these beautiful tapestries
our choice. All styles are
knots, this wall tapestry
have. Everyone has an enwonderful and unique so
is a powerful symbol of
ergetic image with perfectly
you cant go wrong with this
harmony and unity between
coordinated colors. No bad
bunch.
all things, and as a way of
one in this assortment. Our
life. Hand dyed broadcloth.

$18.95

WTASS

$25.95

WTASSL

$29.95

WTBU

58” x 82” Celtic Pentagram
Triquetra 72” x 108” tapestry
Triquetra 72” x 108” tapestry
This tapestry has a centered
A 100% cotton tapestry borA 100% cotton tapestry with
pentagram, and Celtic
dered by Celtic knots with a
a bold Triquetra design and
designing, can be used for
large Triquetra in the center.
various Celtic knots printed
your spiritual space as a
100% Cotton. 72” x 108”
in black on a purple backdisplay, cover, or accent.
ground. 72” x 108”
It’s base color is black with
purple and turquoise tones

$28.95

WTCELP

$30.95

WTCG

54” x 86” Cycle of Ages
This multi color tapestry
has concentric circles with
symbols and numbered
time positions along with
4 affirmations. Corner
symbols of Vitruvian, Tree
of Life, Sun, Moon phase,

60” x 90” Celtic Horse
This beautiful, 100% cotton
wall hanging features an
elaborate pattern of Celtic
design, featuring triple
horses in a stylized Celtic
knots pattern, traditional
images in a message of

$24.95

$17.95

WTCOA

WTCPSCH

$29.95

WTCM

54” x 86” Owl dream catcher
Large tie-dye owl with various dream catchers among
the other great details of
this tapestry. Made in India
54”x86”.

$24.95

WTDCO
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54” x 86” Elephant Tree (tie dye)
54” x 86” Elephant Tree (bk & wt)
58” x 82” Flower of Life
This vibrant Tree of Life
This vibrant Tree of Life
The flower of life is a
tapestry, makes a wondertapestry, makes a wondersymbol of harmony and is
ful wall hanging or even a
ful wall hanging or even a
part of the Sacred Geometry
top bed cover. It is a unitop bed cover. It is a uniwhich contains Akashic
versal symbol great for any
versal symbol great for any
Records and the sacred
home or meditation room.
home or meditation room.
universal patterns. The laws
100% cotton. Made in India.
100% cotton. Made in India.
within these patterns repre-

$24.95

WTETT

$24.95

WTETW

Flower Pentagram Tapestry 72” x 108”
72” x 108” Floral Triquetra trapestry
Presenting a complex weave
Black on Blue & Yellows,
of green, yellow and blue
Knots & Flowers with
flowers mingling with
Celtic Triquetra Center &
Celtic knots, this Tapestry
Knot Borders, 100% Handdisplays a pentagram, the
loomed Cotton -Size 72” x
symbol of earth, air, fire and
108”.
water linked by Spirit, to

$30.95

WTFP

60” x 90” Goddess Cerridwen
“Blessed Be” shows at the
top of this tapestry. The
design includes a cloaked
priestess or the Goddess in
corporeal form and Goddess spirit silhouette along
with cauldron and artistic

$28.95

WTGCE

$29.95

WTFT

$27.95

WTFLOL

30” x 40 Ganesha
This brilliant Ganesha multi
color tapestry, is a wonderful way to decorate or to
display to remove blockages
and open the road of possibility. 100% cotton. Made
in India. 30” x 40”.

$14.95

WTGAM

Moon Phase 72” x 108”
Green Man tapestry 72” x 108”
The Moon Phase tapestry
Bring the majesty of the
offers a beautiful blend
Greenman, a powerful symof ancient Celtic imagery
bol of rebirth and the magic
alongside a representation
and mystery of nature, into
of the cycle of the moon in
your life with this 100%
a manner that is elegant
cotton wall tapestry, which
within its simplistic beauty.
displays the verdant nature

$30.95

WTGG

$29.95

WTGMG

72” x 108” Hand of Compassion tapestry
84” x 96” Ganesh tapestry
84” x 96” Skull tapestry
100% cotton tapestry/bedThis tapestry has the look of
100% Hand-loomed Cotton
spread 72” x 108”. Hand of
brush painted multi colors.
84” x 96” can be used as
Compassion black & white
Lord Ganesha renowned
wall hanging, Table Cloth,
design. Made in India.
son of Shiva is known for
Bedspreads etc.
removing obstacles in life
- lord of success, destroyer
of evil an more. It is 100 %

$29.95

WTHOC

Celtic Knot 72”x108” green, black
This beautiful, 100% cotton
wall hanging features an
elaborate pattern of Celtic
design, featuring tangled
Celtic knots and similar,
traditional images in a
message of intertwined

$30.95

WTKMGGB

72” x 108” Lotus Chakra
100% cotton tapestry/bedspread 72” x 108”. Lotus
Chakra tie dye design.
Made in India.

$29.95

WTLC

$30.95

WTHPGA

Celtic Knot 72”x108”
This beautiful, 100% cotton
wall hanging features an
elaborate pattern of Celtic
design, featuring tangled
Celtic knots and similar,
traditional images in a
message of intertwined

$30.95

WTKMW

WTHPMS

$30.95

WTKY

54” x 86” Lotus Ganesh
Celtic Moon Black Top
Vibrant colors, Lotus Ganes
This top has four points on
Tapestry. Can be used on a
the bottom edge, one in the
twin bed or as a wall hangfront, back and each side,
ing. 100% cotton.
and also each sleeve comes
to a point. These free flowing tops fit most sizes up
to extra large. 100% rayon

$24.95

WTLGA

Moon Goddess Top black
This top has four points on
the bottom edge, one in the
front, back and each side,
and also each sleeve comes
to a point. These free flowing tops fit most sizes up
to extra large. 100% rayon

Celtic Moon Top purple
This top has four points on
the bottom edge, one in the
front, back and each side,
and also each sleeve comes
to a point. These free flowing tops fit most sizes up
to extra large. 100% rayon

$45.95

$45.95

WTLST15

$30.95

Quan Yin 72” x 108” tapestry
A beautiful tie-dye tapestry
featuring a depiction of
Quan Yin, (also Kwan Yin,
or Kuan Yin) the Bodhisattva of Compassion. 100%
hand dyed cotton. 72” x
108”

WTLST5

$45.95

WTLST11

58” x 82” Mandala
Let it be our choice which of
the 6 Mandala patterns you
receive. Mandala is a symbol of unity and harmony.
A mandala can work as a
hypnotic tool leading the
observer to higher con-

$19.95

WTMAN
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Goddess of Earth 72” x 108”
58” x 82” Om Lotus
This 100% cotton tapestry
Tapestry of Om and Lotus.
beautifully portrays the
Celebrate the symbols of
Goddess of the Earth within
a wonderous path. It is
a pentagram and framed by
designed in tans, browns
Celtic knots, with the divine
and blacks. 100% cotton.
feminine represented as cre58”x87”
ation and rebirth within a

$30.95

WTNPY

$29.95

WTOML

54” x 86” Owl

100% Hand-loomed Cotton,
a beautiful center design
of an owl front center with
warm color designing, with
and outlined bordered
edge to match, can be used
as wall hanging, Table

$24.95

WTOWL

Pentagram 72”x108” red, black
60” dia Assorted Designs
Seven Chakra tapestry 54” x 86”
A simple interwoven pentaYou cannot go wrong with
Vibrant tie dye on this tapgram on a field of red borthis assortment of round
estry is multi colored and
dered by Celtic knot work
tapestries. We choose the
shows a seated person in
and corner decorations.
design for you and each
lotus pose illustrated with
Made from 100% cotton. 72”
one is unique in its design.
the seven primary chakra
x 108”
High quality Tapestry that
symbols, as well as a border
is 100% cotton and ready to
of symbols. 100% cotton.

$30.95
54” x 86” Sun

WTPR

$25.95

WTRASS

$24.95

WTSCH

Celestial 72” x 108”
72” x 108” Triple Goddess purple, black
This Sun multi color tapesThis 72” by 108” Celestial
72” x 108” Triple Goddess
try, has a smiling sun with
tapestry features smiling
Tapestry Purple tie-dye &
bright eyes. It is an image
suns. moons and stars playBlack, imperfections are to
that can uplift any room or
ing across its center portion;
be expected.
decor or spiritual setting.
which is surrounded by
100% cotton. Made in India.
a border of suns, moons
54” x 86”.
and stars running around

$24.95

WTSUN

$30.95

WTTD83

$30.95

WTTGR

Celtic Tree of Life 72” x 108”
Peace tapestry 72” x 108”
Triple Moon Pentagram 72” x 108”
This 72” by 108” tapestry
Perfect for decorating your
Woven of 100% cotton, this
depicts the Celtic Tree of
walls, using as a bed spread,
purple tapestry shows a
Life in a lightly tie-dyed
or even a couch cover,
triple moon at its center.
green on a black backthis 100% cotton tapestry
This symbol for the waxing,
ground. The branches of the
displays a pattern of Peace
waning and full moons is
tree itself form the knotsigns set against a tie-dye
accented by a pentagram
work circle surrounding the
backdrop. Colors and tones
filling the circle of the full

$30.95

WTTL

$29.95

WTTPE

54” x 86” Tree of Life
58” x 82” Tree of Life
This vibrant Tree of Life
The Tree of Life is the contapestry, makes a wondernection between Heaven
ful wall hanging or even a
and Earth. The symbol of
top bed cover. It is a uniimmortality, it represents
versal symbol great for any
the interconnectedness
home or meditation room.
of all life. These beautiful
100% cotton. Made in India.
tapestries come in 4 differ-

$24.95

WTTREE

$19.95

WTTREL

54” x 86” Peace Angel
This 54” by 86” Celestial
tapestry features a Peace
Angel adorned across its
center portion; which is
surrounded by a border
of knotwork. Hand dyed
broadcloth. 100% Cotton.

54” x 86” Wiccan Calender
Wonderful wall tapestry
with the Wiccan Calendar
on the front. Simple yet
powerful tapestry.

$24.95

$24.95

WTTSTPA

White and Black Yin Yang (72” x 108”)
This beautiful tapestry creates a powerful image of
harmony and coexistence
through an intricate pattern
of Yin Yang, all arranged
around a larger, central
Yin Yang created so as to

$29.95

WTWC

$29.95

WTTPP

30” x 40” Buddha
This 30” by 40” tapestry
features Buddha its center
portion decorated with gold
colored sequins. and framed
by floral patterns. 100%
Cotton.

$14.95

WTTSTBU

54” x 86” Yin Yang
This Yin Yang multi color
tapestry shows this classic Taoist symbol with
dolphins, stars, moon and
bubbles. Its rich design
will help to bring happiness
and life force to any setting.

$24.95

WTYY

Wind Chimes

WTYYW
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7 Chakra Spiral wind chime
This wind chime has an
etched brass spiral finished
on both sides with 4 sets of
colored glass chakra beads.
There are three bells 1 1/4”
that nicely ring off of each
other. Overall 12”

$6.95

FW001

4

Triple Moon wind chime
Pentagram, Triquetra, Solomon’s
Triple moon symbol is all
This elegant wind chime
metal with 3 bells suspendfeatures a dangling Pentaed on chain. The windchime
gram, Triquetra, and hexais decorated with 4 sets of 4
gram symbol sometimes
glass beads. Overall 10”
known as Solomon’s seal,
with copper bells dangling
from each.

$9.95

$6.95

FW023

9 1/2” Black Pentagram chime
Stamped out of brass and
painted black, this lightweight pentagram features
eight bells that ring musically with every breath of
wind.

$9.95

FW498

$7.95

$6.95

FW510

$7.95

$13.95

FW036

Brass Triquetra wind chime
This lovely brass wind
chime features an intricate
Triquetra forming its body,
with three small bells dangling from it musically on
chains accented by translucent green beads. 11” x 3”

$6.95

FW505

Three Bell Triquetra wind chime
3 Bell Triple Moon wind chime
Simple and elegant in deRepresenting the Maiden,
sign, this small wind chime
Mother and Crone, or the
is perfect for hanging by
three aspects of the godwindows, doorways, and
dess, this brass wind chime
altar spaces with its three
displays the Triple Moon
small brass bells and central
and rings musically with
Triquetra image.
three small brass bells.

FW022

Om Chakra wind chime
A 23” windchime with 3
sets of beads, Om symbols
and bells.

FW035

Long Pentagram wind chime 32”
A stunning 32” long wind
chime made up of brass
pentacles and decorated
with beads and bells. Beautifully strung together on a
brass chain.

$15.95

$12.95

FW007

Pentagram wind chime 5”
Buddha Chakra wind chime
Supporting two copper
A simple windchime with
bells, this wrought iron
bells hanging from a Budwind chime depicts the
dha. 9 1/2” in length.
mystical symbol of a pentagram.

FW508

3 Bell Star and Moon wind chime
Hanging from a slender
chain, this wind chime
displays a crescent moon
characterized by the traditional, sleepy face with a
star dangling between its
points and three brass bells

$7.95

FW512

FW513

Three Bell Pentagram wind chime
Peace wind chime
Stars and Moons wind chime
Focused around a brass
Bring some serenity into
This long wind chime is a
pentagram, this delicate
your home with the brass
beautiful piece for the home
wind chime makes for a
Peace Wind Chime. Danor sacred space, offering
melodic decoration for your
gling from a slender chain,
the musical ringing of brass
sacred space or home.
it focuses upon a peace sign
bells alongside stylized imwhich supports three musiages of stars and moons.
cal brass bells.

$6.95

FW514

9” Tree of Life chime
When you hang this anywhere it is sure to brighten
any space. 9” Tree of Life
Brass chime with perfect
details.

$6.95

FW7538

$6.95

$14.95

$14.95

FW520

29” 3 Tree of Life chime
29” 3 Tree of Life brass
windchime .

FW7539

9” Ankh chime

FW521

Hanging from a its own
chain, this wind chime displays a smooth brass toned
Ankh. Hanging from its
points are three brass bells
hanging beneath. Ankh is
3” x 1 1/4” overall length

$6.95

FW7542
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